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NECK: 

Laminated rock maple 

2542" scale-joined at 18th fret 

Ebony fingerboard 

inlaid block position markers 

Adjustable truss rad with gear box 

Multiple gold binding on fingerboard 
WIT Side position markers 

Gold inlaid and bound headpiece 

Nickel silver frets 

BODY: 

17" wide — 2° deep 

Double cutaway 

Multiple gold binding on body 
and F holes 

Laminated maple construction 

ELECTRONICS: 

Four sensitive adjusiable pickups 
two treble — two bass 

Four three-way tone and pickup 
selector swilches 

One system selector switch 
Stereo, Monaural, Stereo split sound 

Volume controls for each pickup head 

olereo cord and junction box 

(Standby switch omitted) 

FEATURES: 

Gold plated hardware 
Deluxe high gear ratio machine heads 

Bixby tremelo tailpiece 

White Falcon Adjustable bridge with individual 
Stereo saddle siring adjustment 

, Gold color lucite guard plate 
Aj | 

7595 - Multi layer white ducoa 
Hollow Body finish — hand polished 

Electric DELUXE CASE: #6242 
Fitted interior. Thick plush lined. 

Brass hardware with accessory pocket 

NECK: 
Laminated rock maple 

White Falcon 2543" scale — joined at 18th fret 

#7594 Ebony fingerboard 
Hollow Body Inlaid block position markers 
Electric Adjustable truss rod with qear box 

% Multiple gold binding on fingerboard 
[not shown) with side position markers 

Gold inlaid and bound headpiece 

Nickel silver frets 

BODY: 
17" wide — 2” thick 

Double cutaway 

Multiple gold binding on body and F holes 

Laminated maple construction 

ELECTRONICS: 

Dual sensitive adjustable pickups 

Pickup selector switch 

Tone selector switch 

Volume controls for each pickup 

Master volume control 

FEATURES: 

Gold plated hardware 
Deluxe high gear ratio machine heads 

Bixby tremelo tailpiece 

Adjustable bridge with individual 
saddle string adjustment 

Gold color lucite guard plate 

Multi layer white duca 
finish — hand polished 

DELUXE CASE: #6242 
Fitted interior. Thick plush lining. 
Brass hardware with accessory pocket 



NECK: 

Laminated rock maple | 

253" scale-jolned at 141th [ret 

Ebony fingerboard 

Infaid block position markers: 

Adjustable truss rod wilh gear box 

Gold binding on fingerboard 
and headnecea 

Mickel silver frets 

BODY: 

17” wide — 274" deep 

Single cutaway 

Multiple gold binding on body and F holes 

Laminaled maple construction 

ELECTROWICS: 

Dual sensitive adjustable pickups 

Pickup selector switch 

Tone selector switch 

Volume controls for each pickup 

Master volume control 

FEATURES: 

Gold plated hardware 

Deluxe high gear ratio 
machine heads 

Bixby tremelo tailpiece 
Adjustable bridge with 

individual saddle 
string adjustments 

fold color lucite quard 
plate 

Mult) layer white duca 
linieh — hand 
polished 

DELUXE CASE: 
#6245 deluxe 
Fitted iniarior. Thick 

Blush lining. | ; 

Brass hardware with | 
accessory pocket. fp 

White Falcon 
*7593 
Hollow 
Body 
Electric 

NECK: 

Laminated rock maple 

24V2" scale joined at 16th treat 

Ebony fingerboard 

Square block inlaid position markers 

Inlaid name plate 

Bound fingerboard and headpiece 

Truss rod and gear box neck adjustment 

Nickel silver frets 

BODY: 

Exclusive easy access double 
culaway design 

16" wide — 1%" deep 

Solid body construction 

Multiple bound edges 

Arched top and back 

ELECTRONICS: 
Dual humbucking pickups 

Pickup selector switch 

Master volume control! 

On-olf phaser switch 

Phaser blend control 

Phaser rate control 

On-off compressor switch 

Compression sustain contro! 

FEATURES: 

Chrome plated hardware 

Deluxe high ratio enclosed 
machines 

Terminator tailpiece 
bridge with 
individual adjustable 

string ssddles 

Red rosewood stain 

finish 

Also available in Epony 
Stain Finish — 
Model #7687 

CASE: #6234 
Deluxe hard shell 

shaped 

Super Axe 
“7680 
Solid Body 
Electric 

NECK: 
Laminaled rock maple 

24¥a" scale joined at 16th fret 

Ebony fingerboard 

Square block inlaid position markers 

Inlaid name plate 

Bound fingerboard and headpiece 

Truss rod and gear box neck adjustment 

Nickel silver frets 

BODY: 
Exclusive, @asy access double 

cutaway design 

16° wide — 1%" deep 

Solid bady construction 

Multiple bound adges 

Arched top and back 

ELECTRONICS: 
Dual humbucking pickups 

Pickup selector switch 

Dual tone controls 

Dual volume controls 

FEATURES: 

Chrome plaied hardware 
Deluxe high ratio enclosed 

machines 

Terminator tailpiece bridge 
with individual 
adjustable string 
saddles 

Ebony stain finish 

Also available in 
Aosewood Stain 
Finish — 
Model #7684 

CASE: #6234 
Deluxe hard shell 

shaped 

Atkins Ane 
*J685 
Solid Body 
Electric 



NECK: 

Laminaied rock maple 

252" scale-joined al 18th fret 

Ebony fingerboard 

Abalone inlay on fingerboard 
and headpiece 

Multiple binding on fingerboard 

and headpiece 

Adjustable truss rod with gear box 

Nickel silver frets 

BODY: 

17" wide — 2%" deep 

Laminated maple construction 

Multiple inlay on sides 

Multiple binding on body and F holes 

Exclusive 6asy access culaway dasign 

ELECTRONICS: 

Dual sensitive pickups 

Pickup selecior switch 

Tone and volume controls for each 

pickup and master volume control 
mounted on guard plate 

FEATURES: 

Gold plated metal parts 
Deluxe high ratio enclosed 

machines 

Deluxe tailpiece — ebony 
insert with abalone 

Adjustamatic Bridge with 
individual saddle 

string adjustments 

Autumn red stain finish — 
hand polished 

Also available in 
Walaul Finish — 
Model #76597 

DELUXE CASE: #6245 
Fitted interior. Thick 

plush limime, 

Brass hardware with 

accessory pockel 

Super Chet 
“7690 
Hollow 
Body 

Electric 

NECK: 

Laminated rock maple 

Ebony fingerboard 

Adjusiable truss rod with gear box 

oo v2" scale-joined at 18th frat 
Black and white binding on headpiece 

and fingerboard 

Ebonized headpiece inte 

Neo-classic Position Markers 

BODY: 

Tf" wide — 2” thick 

Laminated maple consiructon 

Open-bound sound holes 

Multiple binding 

Double cutaway 

ELECTRONICS: 

Dual high sensitive adjusiable pickups 

Tone selector switch 
Pickup selector switch 

Volume control for each pickup 

Master volume control 

(Standby switch omitted) 

FEATURES: 

Gold plated metal parts 

| Deluxe high ratio enclosed 
machines 

| Adjustamalic bridge with 
| InNdiWidual Siring 

saddle adjustments 

Gretsch Bixby vibrate 
tailpiece 

Rich walnut grain finish 
— hand polisned 

DELUXE CASE: #6242 

Thick plush lined, brass 
hardware with pocket 

Country 
Gentleman 

| *7670 at 

|| Hollow Body g 
Electric : 

NECK: 
Laminated rock maple 

Rosewood fingerboard 

Adjustable truss rod with gear box 

252" scale-joined al 18th tret 

Multiple binding on headpiece and 
lingerboard 

Ebonized headpiece — inlaid 

Neo-classic position markers 

BODY: 

16" wide — 242" thick 

Laminated maple construction 

Open-bound F holes 

Double cutaway 

Multiple binding 

ELECTRONICS: 

Dual high sensitive adjusiable pickups 

Tone selector switch 

Pickup selector switch | 

Volume control for each McK Up | 

Master volume conirol 

(Standby switch omitted) 

FEATURES: 

Chromé plaled metal parts 

Enclosed geared machines 

Adjustamatic bridge with 
individual sting 

saddle adjusiment 
Gretsch Bixby vibrato 

tailpiece 

Amber red finish — 

hand polished 

CASES: 
#6241 Plush lined deluxe 
#6225 Hard shell flannel 

ned 

Nashville 

“7660 
Hollow Body 
Electric 



NECK: 

Laminated rock maple 

Rosewood fingerboard 

Adjusiable truss rod with gear box 
242" scale — jolned at the 14th fret 

Bound fingerboard 

Neo-classic position markers 

Ebonized headpiece — inlaid 

BODY: 

16" wide — 2?" thick 

Laminated maple construction 

Open sound holes 

Multiple binding 

Single culaway 

ELECTRONICS: 

Dual adjustable pickups 
Tone selector switch 

Pickup selector switch 

Volume control for each pickup 

NECK: 

Laminated maple and walnut 

Neck lamination continues through body 
One piece gives super sustain 
Rosewood fingerboard 

Inlaid position markers 

Truss rod and géarbox neck adjustment 

Nickel silver frets 

2442" scale joined at 18th fret 

Wordid bound fingerboard and headpiece 

BODY: 
1242" wide — 1%" deep 

Solld walnut 

Contoured sides 

Dual cutaway 

ELECTRONICS: 

Dual humbucking pickups 

Pickup selector switch 

NECK: 

Laminated maple and walnut 

Neck continues through body 

One piece construction from heel to head 
Rosewood fingerboard 

inlaid position markers 

Truss rod and gear box neck adjustment 
Nickel silver frets 

34” scale joined at 16th frat 
lvoroid bound fingerboard and headpiece 

BODY: 

13” wide — 1%" deep 

Solid walnut 

Contoured sides 

Dual cutaway 

ELECTRONICS: 

Bass response pickup 

Tone contral 

Volume control 

FEATURES: 

Chrome hardware 
Large open gear machine heads 

Transparent guard plata 

Terminator bridge with 
individual siring 

Master volume control 
(Standby switch omitted) 

FEATURES: 

Chrome plated metal parts 

Enclosed gear machine heads 

Adjustamatic bridge with 
individual string 

Dual tone controls 

Dual volume controls 

FEATURES: 

Chrome hardware 

Enclosed gear machines 

Transparent guard plate 

strings mount thru body 
saddle adjusiment : i 
an Terminator bridge with adjustment 

Gretsch Bixby vibrato individual string Chrome tailpiece cover 
pape ssa adjustment plate 

ark cherry red finish — - ee hand polished wg pot vf @ COrrerrni these remy walnut finish 

ae i CASE: #6235 
CASES: Natural walnut finish Hard shell — pile lined 

#6225 er shell flannel Hard shell — deluxe Committee 

= padded linin | . 3 ; Model 
| — Committee *7629 

ee Body #7628 Electric Bass 
lectric Solid Body | | 

Electric 
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NECK: 
Laminated rock maple 

Joined al 16th frat 
Rosewood lingerboard 

Inlaid position markers 
Adjusiahle truss rod with gear box 

BODY: 

Solid rock maple 

1a wide — 155" thick 

Double cutaway design 

Lontoured back 

Inset bottom strap knob 

ELECTRONICS: 
Bass response nickup 

Tone control 

Volume control 

FEATURES: 

Chrome hardware 
Open gear machine heads 
Body guard plate 
Terminator bridge tailpiece with 

Individual string adjustment 
Cover plate 

Natural finish 

Also available in Aulumn Red 
Siain Finish — 
Model #7625 

CASE: #6235 
Hard shell — pile lined 

Model TK 300 
*7627 
Solid Body 
Electric Bass 

NECK: 
Laminated rock maple 
Rosewood fingerboard w side 

Position markers 

Pearl position dots 

Adjustable truss rod with gear box 
e4¥2" scale joined at 1Bth fret 
Inlaid headpiece 

BODY: 
16" wide — 144°" deep 
Laminated maple 

Solid internal bracing 

Multiple body binding 

ELECTRONICS: 
Dual humbucking pickups 
Pickup selector switch 
Master volume ecantrol 
Dual tone controls 
Dual volume controls 

FEATURES: 

Olid mount terminator with 
tailpiece bridge 

Individual saddle string 
aciuSstrvent 

Chrome hardware 

Enclosed gear machines 
Black guard plate and 

coniral knobs 

Red rosewood stain finish 

CASE: #6227 

Hard shell flannel lined 

Broadkaster 
*7609 

Hollow Body 
Electric 

NECK: 

Laminated rock maple 

Ebony fingerboard 

Block Inlay | 
Adjustable truss rod with gear box 
29%" scale — joined al 14th fret 
Multiple binding on fingerboard 

and headpiece 
Inlaid headpiece 

Nickel silver frets | 
BODY: 

17" wide — 244" thick | 
Laminated maple construction 
wordid bound edges and F holes 
Single cutaway | 
ELECTRONICS: 
Dual high sensitive adjustable pickups 
Pickup selector switeh | 
Tone controls for each Pickup 
Volume controls for each pickup 
Masier volume control 

FEATURES: 
Gold plated metal parts 
Deluxe high ratio gear 

enclosed machines 
Adjustable bridge with 

individual string 
saddle adjusiments 

Translucent guard plate 
Special design tailpiece 
Natural finish — 

hand polished 

Also available in Antique 
MaLle Finish — 
Chrome Hardware 
Model #74577 

DELUXE CASE: #6245 
Hard shell plugh lined 

Country Club | 

ta | | 



SHAPED HARD SHELL 

#6245 

*b242 
#6241 
f6234 

#6238 
f6225 
‘6227 

17” Full Body Plush 

17" Thin Body Plush 
16” Full Body Plush 
16” Thin Body Plush 

For Solid Body Plush 
16” Full Body Flannel 
16” Thin Body Flanne! 

SQUARE HARD SHELL 

#6233 Solid Body Plush 
*6235 Solid Body Bass Plush 

TO FIT MODELS 

7593 - 7690 - 7691 
73/6 - f3fi 

7595 - 7594 - 76/0 
7660 - 7655 
7680 - 7685 - 7681 

7686 
7611 - 7620 
7660 - 7655 

7609 

TO FIT MODELS 

7624 - 7/625 - 7628 
7626 - 7/627 - 7629 

GUITAR CORDS — NOISELESS 

#6347 20° Straight — Metal Plugs 
#6348 20’ Coiled — Metal Plugs 

GUITAR STRAPS 

#6339 Hootnanny — Regular 

#6340 Hootnanny — Wide 

GUITAR PICKS 

“6772 Broad Oval 
Thin — Medium — Heavy 

MISCELLANEOUS 

6320 Guitar Polish Cloth 

6399 Guitar Polish and Cleaner 
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